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food web analysis
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Introduction: Increasing temperature of the global ocean alters the spatial

behavior of a number of species. From the northern Atlantic Ocean, species

may shift their area towards the poles. This results in the atlantification of the

Barents Sea, raising questions about possible changes in species composition,

community structure and community control.

Methods: We address the question whether possible changes in community

control can be detected and quantified based on simple network analytical

measures applied to the food web. Based on unweighted (binary) and

undirected (symmetric) data, we quantify the strength of direct and indirect

interactions in the network, represent the most asymmetric effects in the

asymmetry graph composed of directed and weighted links and study the

overlap among trophic niches of organisms.

Results and discussion: We support earlier findings suggesting that the ecosystem

can possibly be characterized bywasp-waist control. This wouldmean that focusing

management efforts on intermediate trophic levels is of high importance, providing

indirect benefit for organisms also at lower and higher trophic levels.
KEYWORDS

bottom-up, top-down, wasp-waist control, food web, network centrality, asymmetric
interactions, regular equivalence
1 Introduction

Organisms influence each other in ecological communities by strong and weak, direct

and indirect, positive and negative, bottom-up and top-down as well as trophic and non-

trophic effects. Complex behavior is a result of the multiplicity of these parallel, combined

and overlapping effects, among others (e.g. the number of species, spatial heterogeneity,
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niche dimensionality). It is quite challenging to make predictions at

this level of complexity, despite of massive progress in ecological

modelling and related supporting bioinformatic techniques

(Karsenti et al., 2011). Yet, testable predictions are essential for

scientific understanding and management. Research towards

simplifying and handling complexity is, thus, important if over-

simplifications are avoided and predictability can be increased

(Odenbaugh, 2006).

Network analysis is widely used and increasingly available tool in

modelling various types of inter-connected ecological systems

(Fath et al., 2007; Jordán, 2022). Most of the current methods focus

on graph nodes in various contexts, including research on network

modules (Gjata et al., 2012), diversity of functional groups (Lin et al.,

2022), central nodes (Estrada, 2007), keystone species (Jordán, 2009),

functional organization (Xu et al., 2023) but also the distribution of

traits in various network positions (Endrédi et al., 2021). Other

approaches focus more on interactions and the roles they play in

community control. These include research on cycling (Finn, 1976), the

analysis of distribution and variability of interaction strength (e.g.

bimodal: Sala and Graham, 2002), the dominator tree structure of food

webs (Allesina and Bodini, 2004; Allesina et al., 2006), the distinction

between functional and redundant links (Allesina et al., 2006;

Bondavalli and Bodini, 2014), quantifying direct and indirect control

(Ulanowicz and Puccia, 1990), detecting long indirect interaction chain

effects (Estes et al., 1998) and applying process-based modelling tools

(Livi et al., 2011). It is clear that important nodes and crucial links

cannot really be separated, so most approaches consider them equally,

including Ecopath with Ecosim (Christensen and Walters, 2004),

ATLANTIS (Audzijonyte et al., 2019) and OSMOSE (Shin and Cury,

1999). We use and develop our earlier approach that simplifies

complexity by predicting critically important, predictable

interactions, based on their topology-based asymmetry (Jordán et al.,

2014). While quantifying and detecting either key nodes or key

interactions is useful simplification, the price is loss of information

and details.

For better understanding community dynamics, at a larger

scale, one needs to know the dominant control regime in the

system. Bottom-up control means the prevalence of dynamical

regulation by resource availability, while top-down control

implies the prevalence of regulative action by the consumers. The

pattern of the two regimes is of particular interest (Hairston et al.,

1960; Oksanen et al., 1981; Hunter and Price, 1992). Thus, one

critically important property of an inter-specific interaction is its

orientation from the viewpoint of trophic flows. Trophic

interactions can be oriented in either bottom-up or top-down

directions, while indirect interaction chains can be of mixed

orientation. For example, a trophic cascade is composed of two

top-down interactions (Ripple et al., 2016), while apparent

competition is composed of one bottom-up and one top-down

interactions (Holt and Bonsall, 2017). In particular ecosystems,

either bottom-up or top-down effects may dominate, defining a

control regime. In the case of wasp-waist control, the dominant

controlling organisms exert both bottom-up and top-down effects

on the food web. This mechanism is probably most typical in

pelagic upwelling ecosystems, where a few species occupy the wasp-

waist position (e.g. sardine, anchovy, jellyfish), exerting mixed-
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
control (Cury et al., 2000), partly as a consequence of food web

topology (Jordán et al., 2005). This regime has already been

suggested also for the North Sea food web (Fauchald et al., 2011).

We suggest a novel approach to determining the dominant

control regime, based on network analysis. Focusing on the most

asymmetric relationships might be a way to reduce and manage

complexity, by focusing on a few, quantitatively determined critical

links in the interaction network (see a similar approach in Taruttis

et al., 2015). In symmetric or only weakly asymmetric interactions

between a pair of species i and j, effects can propagate in both

directions, both from species i to species j and from species j to species

i. This means that clearly identifying causes and effects in a large and

complex network is not easy. However, strong asymmetry from i to j

means that we expect flows mostly (if not excusively) only in one

direction. Whether a „cause” in i will inevitably lead to an „effect” in j

is not automatic, so in this sense „causality” is not guaranteed; it only

helps interpretation. Yet, the flow of effects in these asymmetric

interactions might be easier to predict, thus, the asymmetry graph

may depict a subsystem with slightly more predictive food web

models. For the majority of symmetric or only slightly asymmetric

interactions, trophic effects propagate in every direction: indirect

chain effects are less predictable. Understanding the structure to

dynamics relationship is generally a notoriously difficult task

(Endrédi et al., 2018) but there might be parts of the food web

where topology correlates better with dynamics.

In the Barents Sea, human impact (mostly fisheries) is clearly

unavoidable and increasingly important in ecosystem dynamics.

This means that the future of this ecosystem depends to a large

extent on wise decision-making based on simple and clear scientific

support. In order to manage complexity, at least at the level of

communication, strong simplifications are needed. One way to go is

to quantitatively identify key elements (system components)

governing ecosystem dynamics, with the hope that understanding

and managing these key elements will have predictable and

desirable effects. Earlier research on the Barents Sea food web

focused on a number of key network properties, including node

degree, connectance, clustering, modules and connectors (Kortsch

et al., 2019). For quantifying the strength of indirect interactions

among organisms, network analysis offers methods also beyond

simply considering the number of neighbors (i.e. direct interactors,

node degree). There is an increasing literature of key nodes in food

webs (Jordán, 2009), here we focus on key interactions. These can

be important because of their topological positions (Allesina and

Bodini, 2004) or strength (Gjata et al., 2012). Also, we suggest that

interactions of high asymmetric effects between species i and j can

be critically important for predictability of single-species

disturbances on community dynamics. While multiple direct and

indirect effects may propagate between species i and j in complex

food webs (in both directions), if the topological relationship

between these species is highly asymmetric, identifying the cause

(the species affecting the other) and the effect (the affected species)

can be more predictable. Possibly neither these species nor the

interaction(s) between them are of extreme importance, but at least

this interaction can be highly predictable. Thus, these can be useful

for establishing and communicating simple messages about

complex systems.
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Making fisheries sustainable would imply the protection of their

resource base, avoiding an excess exploitation. This is a complex

problem difficult to handle for policy-makers (ICES, 2022), mostly

because of contrasting interests, and especially in a multi-species

framework (e.g. MSY assessment, May et al., 1979). A contribution

to this end may come from the understanding of the role species

play as controlling factors. To this end, identifying critically

impor tan t in te rac t ions and cont ro l r eg imes are o f

highest importance.

In this paper, we focus on the Barents Sea food web with the aim

to quantify the strength and asymmetry of trophic effects, based on

the topology of the food web. We determine the most asymmetric

interactions composing the „asymmetry graphs”. We discuss the

consequences of reciprocity in asymmetric interactions, we explain

how it is related to predictability and the dominant control regime

and we provide ecological interpretation in the context of the

Barents Sea. The final aim is to support better understanding of

the atlantification process and the effects of multiple drivers

of change.
2 Methods

2.1 Study area

The Barents Sea is a highly productive shelf area of the Arctic

Ocean, having two major zones, an arctic and a boreal one (see

Pecuchet et al., 2020a). It sustains the fisheries of 12 nations

although Norway and Russia have the greatest share of the

resources. Fishing activity targets several species, being the capelin

(Mallotus villosus) the largest pelagic fish population in this

ecosystem. Also marine mammals such as seals and whales are

targets of fisheries. Currently, the Barents sea ecosystem faces major

challenges, including overfishing, invasion by alien organisms and

the effects of climate change (Pedersen et al., 2021). Warming is

twice as fast as the global average and invasion intensity is five times

more than the global average (Fossheim et al., 2015). The

atlantification of the local fauna, for example, manifest in

changing species composition coupled with re-arrangement of

inter-specific interactions (Fossheim et al., 2015; Pecuchet et al.,

2020a; 2020b), with a transition zone between Atlantic and Arctic

waters East of Greenland (Emblemswag, 2022). Changes in species

composition and altered interactions may finally lead to switching

the control regime. Thus, several local effects may sum up to

different system-level properties.
2.2 Trophic data and network construction

Trophic data were described based on stomach content analyses

of samples got from bottom trawl surveys (Pecuchet et al., 2020a;

2022b; Kortsch et al., 2019). The meta-network for the whole

ecosystem, composed by all available data, contained N=238

nodes. We analyzed an aggregated version of N=21 nodes in

which we collapsed the original 238 trophic components. Original

nodes were assigned to these 21 functional groups as shown in
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
Supplementary Material A. In this, lower-resolution, parsimonious

version of the food web, graph nodes are functional groups typically

containing several species (occasionally only a single one, e.g. CAP:

capelin). Aggregation was based mostly on trophic similarity (e.g.

PELF: pelagic planktivorous fish), with conservation (e.g. RED:

redfish) and economic (HER: herring) viewpoints that we also

considered. Table 1 lists all the 21 functional groups. Food web

links are based on statistical co-occurrence in the samples, enabled

by traditional ecological knowledge and literature data.
2.3 Network analysis

In food webs, trophic links can be understood as either material

transfers (with purely bottom-up effects) or reciprocal trophic

effects between a pair of interacting populations (with one

negative top-down and one positive bottom-up effects). In the

latter sense, a web of interacting populations can be considered

an undirected network, as control effects propagate in both

directions. In any case, only the direct interactions are shown and

indirect chain effects emerge as consequences of two or more

direct links.
TABLE 1 The codes for the network nodes (functional groups).

CAP capelin

COD cod

D detritus

HAD haddock

HER herring

LBEN large benthivorous fish

LDEP large deposit suspension feeding invertebrate

MACZO macrozooplankton

PELF pelagic planktivorous fish

PIF piscivorous fish

PL plankton

PRED predatory feeding invertebrate

RED redfish

SBEN small benthivorous fish

SBIR seabirds

SDEP small deposit suspension feeding invertebrate

SEAL seals

TOPP top predators

WHF fish eater whales

WHZ zooplankton eater whales

ZOO zooplankton
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2.3.1 Interaction strength and centrality
Since strong indirect effects can appear in community

dynamics, the number of direct partners offers only a limited

view on network position (D: degree, the number of neighbors,

connected by direct interactions). Indirect chain effects (Wootton

and Emmerson, 2005) can be mapped and quantified in the network

(see also Ulanowicz and Puccia, 1990). Based on an earlier approach

focusing on apparent competition (Müller et al., 1999), calculating

the strength and asymmetry of indirect effects was generalized

(topological importance, TI, Jordán et al., 2003) for longer

indirect chains (up to n steps). The binary (unweighted) version

of the topological importance index measures the non-local

(indirect up to n steps) position of species and uses undirected

data. It provides complementary information to local scale (i.e.,

degree) and whole system approaches (i.e., closeness and

betweenness). Topological importance was originally derived

from the analysis of two-step long, horizontal, apparent

competit ion interact ions in host-parasi toid networks

(Müller et al., 1999). When the species j can be reached from i in

m steps, the effect is rm,ij. In case of a direct effect (m = 1),

topological importance is expressed as the inverse of degree (TIm,

ij = 1/Dj). Indirect effects are multiplicative and additive. In case of

2-step pathways (m = 2), if species j can be affected by i through two

pathways that cross species k (i → k → j) and h (i → h → j), then

the effect of each pathway is measured as the product of the direct

effects (i.e., TI1,ik · TI1,kj and TI1,ih · TI1,hj; multiplicative property).

The total effect of i on j is obtained by summing up the contribution

of the two pathways passing through k and h in m steps: TI2,ij = TI1,

ik · TI1,kj + TI1,ih · TI1,hj (additive principle). When all pathways are

quantified up to m steps (each TIm,ij is known), one can quantify (1)

the strength of interaction between a pair of nodes i and j, (2) the

asymmetry of the interaction between the node pairs (see below)

and (3) the sum of interactions for each node, providing a

measurement of node centrality (as a function of m). This latter

is called TIi, i.e. the topological importance of node i (Jordán et al.,

2003; Jordán, 2009). It is noted that the same calculations can be

performed for weighted networks (weighted importance, WI).

Based on earlier research, indirect chain effects of 2 and 3 steps

seem to be most relevant, both empirically and theoretically (see

Brose et al., 2005), so we used m=3.

2.3.2 Interaction asymmetry and causality
In the TI matrix containing values of m-step-long mixed effects,

asymmetry is quite typical between TIij and TIji values (unlike in the

food web matrix, where consumer-resource effects most typically go

in only one direction). This asymmetry is defined as

A =   TI3ij − TI3ji
�
�

�
�

Applying a threshold value for A (c), we define the asymmetry

graph as the subset of nodes and the most asymmetric effects

between them such that

A ≥ c

Theoretically, this threshold can be either a constant or a

variable; if it is a constant, it could be determined empirically (for
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a similar approach, see Taruttis et al., 2015). However, values of TI,

and thus of A, depend on N (network size), so it is better to define

them as a function of the actual TI-matrix. We defined the c

threshold as c = 2/3*Amax = 0.1 (Amax = 0.15) but we explored

also several other threshold values to study the sensitivity of the

results. At c = 0.1, the asymmetry graph contains 8 highly

asymmetric interactions out of (21*20)/2 = 210 un-ordered pairs

of nodes (3.8%). Earlier we considered the most asymmetric 5% of

simulated effects, with Amax = 0.13, N = 48 and 56 effects in the

asymmetry graph (Jordán et al., 2014). While these c values seem to

be appropriate for finding meaningful patterns (not too few and not

too many highly asymmetric links), others can still be informative

(see Supplementary Materials C, D).

Applying a particular threshold level, the asymmetry graph can

be obtained, containing the most asymmetric effects (direct and

indirect, bottom-up and top-down). These interactions are

probably important and predictable, while the nodes of the

asymmetry graph form a core of the community that is likely to

be important for control. The ratio of bottom-up effects in the

asymmetry graph quantifies the dominant control regime from this

simple topological perspective. Experimental results could best

validate this approach and mesocosm experiments are in

preparation (beyond the scope of the present theoretical exercise).

We emphasize that the topology of an originally undirected

(since we are interested in trophic control regimes, we consider

undirected effects, otherwise no top-down effects can be defined)

and unweighted (the database has no information on the magnitude

of trophic flows) network defines directed and weighted measures

for both interaction strength and asymmetry.
2.3.3 Trophic niche overlap
To understand whether species with strongly asymmetric effects

have overlapping roles and functions (Cirtwill et al., 2018), it may be

of interest to see the similarity of their network positions. For

quantifying the similarity of network positions, we used the

measure of regular equivalence (REGE, Everett and Borgatti,

1991), used already in ecological research (Luczkovich et al., 2003;

Endrédi et al., 2018). This measure quantifies the similarity between

the positions of network nodes i and j based on their network

neighborhood, providing information about functional redundancy

and niche diversity. The two kinds of indirect competition

(exploitative and apparent) are explicitly used for calculating

REGE. We used the UCINET software and studied the

dendrograms (Borgatti et al., 2002). Two nodes are said to be

regular equivalent if they are connected with the same types of

nodes. In ecology terms, two species are more regularly equivalent if

they have similar (but not necessarily the same) predators and

preys: for example, two canopy-living insects feeding on leaves and

consumed by birds. A REGE matrix S is the output of such an

analysis, where the ijth element, Sij, expresses the extent of similarity

between nodes i and j. Based on an output dendrogram, we can

apply cutoff levels in order to compare the number of branches for

different networks. This is a measure of functional diversity (the

number of functional groups), while the number of graph nodes in a

branch quantifies redundancy within a group. If a single species
frontiersin.org
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constitutes a branch at a given cutoff level, it may be considered a

keystone species (sensu Bond, 1994).
3 Results

3.1 Centrality

Based on the original trophic matrix (Supplementary Material B),

we built up the associated food web (Figure 1A). The TI3-matrix

(Supplementary Material B) shows the strength of mixed and indirect

interactions up to 3 steps and the corresponding network is shown in

Figure 1B In the TI-matrix, only 4 values are zero, out of 21*21 = 441

effects (considering direction and self-loops). These are from

zooplankton eater whales to large benthivorous fish, from large

benthivorous fish to top predators, from large benthivorous fish to

zooplankton eater whales and from large benthivorous fish to small

benthivorous fish. This means that zooplankton eater whales and

large benthivorous fish is the only pair of nodes that are independent

of each other if indirect effects are not considered beyond three steps.

Based on the topological importance (TI3) index, the most

central functional groups are shown in Table 2. The three mostly

connected, key organisms are haddock, cod and herring, while the

least central ones are large deposit suspension feeding invertebrates

(LDEP), small deposit suspension feeding invertebrates (SDEP),

zooplankton eater whales and large benthivorous fish. These are the

strongest and weakest interactors in the system, respectively. Earlier

studies showed that according to local, direct measures (i.e. D

degree, the number of neighbors), the key players are cod, haddock

and redfish in the boreal, while detritus, plankton, Boreogadus saida

(assigned to pelagic planktivorous fish) and Pandalus borealis
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
(assigned to predatory feeding invertebrates) in the arctic waters

(Kortsch et al., 2019).
3.2 Causality

Based on the asymmetry matrix (Supplementary Material B) at

the c = 0,1 threshold level, the asymmetry graph is shown in

Figure 1C (the list of links is given in Table 3, according to all A

≥ c). Here, nodes are arranged in the layout as in Figures 1A, B but

Figure 1D shows a more intuitive layout for the asymmetry graph,

clearly showing the affectors and the affected organisms in these

mostly asymmetric relationships. Here, the spatial layout of the

nodes does not follow that in the original food web; instead,

affectors and affected are grouped at two different levels. The

asymmetry graph contains 8 links at this threshold level

(Figure 1D). These are from haddock to large benthivorous fish

(A = 0,15), from haddock to LDEP, from haddock to SDEP, from

cod to LDEP and from cod to SDEP (A = 0,13), macrozooplankton

to zooplankton eater whales and from zooplankton to zooplankton

eater whales (A = 0,11) and from redfish to large benthivorous fish

(0,1). These 8 most asymmetric interactions link 5 affectors

(haddock, cod, macrozooplankton, zooplankton, redfish) and 4

affected (large benthivorous fish, LDEP, SDEP, zooplankton eater

whales) functional groups. These are close to the top and at the

bottom of the TI-rank (respectively, see Table 2), the affectors being

the most central and the affected nodes being the least central nodes

in the food web. This pattern corresponds to wasp-waist

community control in a structural sense.

Contrary to earlier results (Jordán et al., 2014), where the most

asymmetric effect was an indirect one, all of the effects documented
B

C D

A

FIGURE 1

Interaction networks for the Barents Sea ecosystem: the food web (A), the network of topological interactions based on TI (B), the asymmetry graph
at c = 0,1 (C) and the latter re-arranged for better visualization (D).
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here are mixed (direct and indirect) interactions and there is no

strong asymmetry between organisms that are only indirectly

influencing each other.

Gradually decreasing the threshold level would add weaker and

weaker links to the asymmetry graph, as shown in Supplementary

Material C. Here, we also show the asymmetry graphs for c = 0,05
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
with 36 links (Supplementary Material D). This shows that results

clearly depend on the value of the c threshold. The original purpose

was to simplify network complexity to a level that can make

communication clearer. The set of the most asymmetric effects

should contain neither a single interaction nor a complex network

of effects. Here, more information is shown but the original

complexity of the food web is not reduced significantly.

3.3 Trophic niche overlap
The five affectors of the asymmetry graph are quite dispersed in

the REGE dendrograms (Figure 2), haddock, cod and redfish (the

invasive boreal species) having overlapping roles but zooplankton

and macrozooplankton being isolated. The most unique organisms

have the longest non-branching segments in the dendrogram, these

are zooplankton eater whales, capelin and herring: their trophic

roles are the least replaceable, these are key organisms in this sense.

Considering the functional groups mostly sensitive to trawlers

(LDEP, piscivorous fish), their strong perturbation can be partly

compensated by other groups with high functional overlap (SDEP

and top predators, respectively).
4 Discussion and conclusions

Our analysis is based on identifying the most asymmetric

topological relationships in predator-prey interactions. This has

been already explored also for plant-pollinator (Jordano, 1987) and

host-parasite (Lafferty et al., 2006) interactions. We quantified

asymmetry based purely on topology (unequal positions in the

network) but it is noted that the approach presented here can be

applied also for weighted interaction networks. Our results and

conclusions are thus based on a modelling approach, based on solid

field studies.

The asymmetry graph is composed of 4 top-down and 4

bottom-up effects, all originated from organisms at intermediate

trophic levels. This might support earlier findings about the

possibility of mixed, wasp-waist control (Cury et al., 2000) of

haddock in this ecosystem (Fauchald et al., 2011). Wasp-waist

control becomes more likely also with increasing biomass of krill

and jellyfish (Pedersen et al., 2021) and the poleward shift of

generalist species (Kortsch et al., 2015; Emblemswag, 2022).

Invasive fish species of Atlantic origin dominate in the topology

of the meta-network, especially haddock and cod, but also redfish is

quite central in the network. This supports that their invasion does

really make an impact on the local community, as shown earlier

(Kortsch et al., 2015).

Trawling influences a number of species in the Barents Sea

ecosystem. These are assigned to 8 functional groups in our network

model: LDEP and piscivorous fish with several sensitive species as

well as 6 single species groups such as herring and capelin. LDEP is

affected by strongly asymmetric effects of the invasive cod and

haddock, so we can conclude that this functional group is the

subject of double exposure (O’Brien and Leichenko, 2000).

The poleward shift of boreal species includes mostly generalists

(Argentina silus in the pelagic planktivorous fish group and Brosme

brosme in the large benthivorous fish group, see Supplementary
TABLE 2 The TI-rank for all functional groups in the Barents Sea
food web.

TI

HAD 2,1

COD 1,91

HER 1,64

CAP 1,46

MACZO 1,46

ZOO 1,28

PELF 1,18

SEAL 1,08

D 1,01

RED 0,98

SBIR 0,89

TOPP 0,84

PIF 0,83

WHF 0,75

PRED 0,72

SBEN 0,67

PL 0,55

WHZ 0,42

LDEP 0,42

SDEP 0,42

LBEN 0,41
Colored background marks functional groups in the asymmetry graph (affectors in green,
affected ones in red).
TABLE 3 The list of the 8 links in the asymmetry graph at c = 0.1.

A effect

0,15 HAD → LBEN

0,13 COD → LDEP

COD → SDEP

HAD → LDEP

HAD → SDEP

0,11 MACZO → WHZ

ZOO → WHZ

0,1 RED → LBEN
Grey background marks top-down effects.
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Material A), while benthivorous Arctic fish populations are

decreasing (Lycodes spp. in the small benthivorous fish group and

Anarhichas denticulatus in the large benthivorous fish group, see

Supplementary Material A). This may change food web structure to

more connected and more vulnerable state (Emblemswag, 2022).

The increase of one and the decrease of another species within the

large benthivorous fish group can be considered as a turnover of

species from a functional point of view (i.e. relative abundances

change at the species level but no major change at the functional

group level). In other cases (pelagic planktivorous fish and small

benthivorous fish), the similarity of network positions (Figure 2)

may help to identify the key partners involved in the change, for

example, competitors. If the pelagic planktivorous fish group

increases, mostly redfish is influenced negatively (they are

neighbors, forming a little branch), and for the same reasons, if

small benthivorous fish decreases, mostly macrozooplankton is

influenced positively. The similarity dendrogram helps the

interpretation of changes at the level of trophic groups, from a

more functional point of view. The strength of the expected

competitive effects is proportional to the length of the segments

in the dendrogram (i.e. close neighbors with short segments may

imply stronger competition, cf. top predators and piscivorous fish

versus small benthivorous fish and macrozooplankton). This

suggests that the positive effect of declining small benthivorous

fish on macrozooplankton may be slightly weaker.

An important component of the atlantification in the Barents

Sea community may be similar to the changing control regime in

the North Sea. Here, from predominantly bottom-up control

(Fauchald et al., 2011), the system seems to being shifted towards

mixed control, including some mid-trophic level species exerting

wasp-waist control (with key bottom-up and top-down effects such

as from haddock to large benthivorous fish and from haddock to

LDEP, respectively, in our model). Wasp-waist topology does not

automatically imply wasp-waist control (mixed bottom-up and top-

down impact of a few species, Cury et al., 2000) but both may imply

strong indirect interactions among species in the middle of the food

web. If this is further supported by future studies, the chance of
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
regime shifts and their dynamical consequences can be higher and

needs further research.

If strong indirect and, especially, asymmetrical interactions are

detected among commercially important fish species, the need for

multi-species MSY assessment (May et al., 1979) is even stronger

and developing policies considering these is more urgent. Here,

food web theory and simulations can support policy-making

(Legovic and Gecek, 2010; Legovic et al., 2010; Móréh et al., 2021).

In this article, we do not report on testing the predictions (e.g.

by mesocosm experiments, time-series analyses) but we note that

the approach is simple enough to potentially support indicator

development or decision-making. Predictions can be tested on

time-series, wherever available (like for reciprocity in plant-

pollinator and plant-seed disperser networks, see Jordano, 1987).

For fishing zones, data are probably available for testing the time-

dynamics of links suggested here as being critical and predictable.

Making and testing predictions is a generally hard task, especially in

multi-species models, yet, simple predictions can be useful

theoretical results (e.g. in loop analysis, Bodini and Clerici, 2016;

Rodriguez et al., 2021; Fábián et al., 2022) generating and informing

further empirical research.

Our future research on the Barents Sea ecosystem will focus on

the spatial (e.g. Southern vs Northern region) and temporal (e.g.

before and after the invasion of Atlantic species) variability of the

food web (Frelat et al., 2022). Depending on the availability of high-

quality time series (e.g. Kortsch et al., 2021), temporal changes may

be described also in more than 2 stages (Uribe et al., 2021; Scotti

et al., 2022). Further, we need a better topological description of the

mathematical aggregation of species into functional groups

(Abarca-Arenas and Ulanowicz, 2002) and loop analysis

providing an alternative approach to crucial effects. The

methodology used here can be performed also for weighted

networks and it is a key question to see whether there is a major

difference between the results for binary and weighted food webs

(Scotti et al., 2007; Kortsch et al., 2021). In order to better explore

the role of the c cutoff value, one potential solution is to define c as

the smallest value where the asymmetry graph is still a DAG

(directed acyclic graph), standardizing the definition and keeping

the approach suitable for identifying clear cause-effect relationships.

Policy-making is based on simplified results and system-level

indicators. Community control is an important property of

ecological systems, providing crucial information to systems-

based conservation and fisheries management. Whether top-down

or bottom-up processes dominate has a major influence on the

possible outcome of overfishing, for example. Our study aimed to

contribute to developing the theoretical support for more predictive

food web modelling, simplifying complexity by focusing on a few

critical links in complex interaction networks. Our results provide

support to the wasp-waist control of haddock, suggesting that

special attention needs to be paid for this species. The high

centrality of the boreal invaders (haddock, cod, redfish) means

that even if these species show increasing tendencies in population

size, they already have major community-wide effects in these

Northern ecosystems. Zooplankton eater whales and large
FIGURE 2

The REGE-based dendrogram showing the dissimilarities between
the positions of organisms in the food web. For example, SDEP and
LDEP are in very similar positions, while the positions of SDEP and
WHF are quite different (values refer to similarity scores).
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benthivorous fish seem to be relatively unique in terms of their

trophic niches. This suggests that overfishing these species may

result in weak resilience, given the low level of overlap with

other organisms.

Our results are based on a modelling exercise but, based on

literature data and earlier findings, we suggest that these predictions

may be quite feasible and realistic. Predictivity of results in food web

research is always hard to justify, as experiments are of limited

relevance in terms of spatio-temporal scales. We hope that our

approach contributes to the development of systems-based, simple

and quantitative toolkit of marine ecology.
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